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Abstract

People who build successful businesses often experience asymmetrical wealth

endowments, where most of their investments are tied to a particular asset related

to their business. In the context of Texas, for example, the recent shale oil and

gas development generated a great deal of wealth for many families in Texas, so

it possibly has created substantial asymmetry in local investors’ asset allocations.

According to Modern Portfolio Theory [8], investors should diversify their portfolio

into a mix of different assets in order to achieve an optimal portfolio, in which

investors can either minimize the risk given a certain expected return or maximize

the expected return given a certain risk. Expected return can be estimated from

historical returns on the assets under consideration, while risk is measured by the

covariance matrix of the historical returns. However, the tax costs associated with

diversification of a dominant asset may mean the portfolio from classical Portfolio

Theory is no longer optimal.

This thesis has two objectives. First, the classical portfolio optimization meth-

ods will be presented, and we will discuss how they can be modified to take tax

costs into effect. Then, with the revised optimization tools, we will investigate dif-

ferent strategies for diversification of a portfolio initially consisting only of oil. To

quantify the uncertainty in the forecasts, we will use GARCH models based on the

historical data to simulate different plausible outcomes.
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1. Introduction

The economic sector of Texas makes it possible that local investors have their

major investment of the portfolio in the oil industry to take the advantage of the

expected return.

Figure 1. Historical Oil Prices in the Past 10 Years

However, with the occasional dramatic fall of oil prices in recent years as shown

in Figure 1, a portfolio that started this period with oil as the dominant asset would

be extremely suboptimal and suffer a major loss. In order to prevent further losses

and rebuild the portfolio into an efficient one, it may be necessary to take strategies

to get rid of the dominant asset and diversify the investments for a sustained profit.

The organization of the thesis is as follows. In Section I, we introduce the

problem of optimal strategies for unbalanced portfolios, define basic concepts, and

review what is known about the problem. In Section II, we provide details about

the methods we used to investigate the problem. In Section III, we present our

results and discuss their implications. Finally, in Section IV we provide conclusions

and discuss possibilities for future work.
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1.1. Basic Concepts of Portfolio Theory.

1.1.1. Assets. Assets are financial instruments that can be converted to cash. Ex-

amples of assets are cash, real estate, privately owned business or partnerships, and

employer stock options [6]. In this thesis, we will study liquid assets such as stocks

and commodities which are relatively easy to sell or buy. The value of an asset is

its current price.

The goal of investing in assets is to make profit. A profit may arise from selling

an asset at a higher price than was paid, or from dividends paid by the asset, or by

short selling the asset (see subsection 1.1.6 below). These are collectively known as

the return on the asset.

There is more than one way to define returns mathematically. The simple gross

return is defined as

Rt =
Pt
Pt−1

− 1

where Pt is the price of an asset at time t.

Besides simple gross return, log returns are defined as

rt = log(1 +Rt)

where Rt is a simple gross return.

We will be using log returns for the modeling in the following section because log

returns are stationary: that is, for the time frames under investigation, the mean

and standard deviation of the time series are constant.
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Along with returns, there comes the risk of loss, and usually the higher the

potential returns are, the higher risks they have. Risk is measured by the standard

deviation of the return of an asset, since standard deviation indicates the variability

of return. Portfolio theory also includes the notion of a risk-free asset, defined as

an asset whose standard deviation of the return is 0.

1.1.2. Portfolios. A portfolio is a combination of different financial assets such as

different stocks. Each asset in a portfolio is associated with a weight ωi, which is

defined by the ratio of the current value of the asset to the total value of a portfolio.

The sum of weights is thus 1.

In the thesis, we will be managing a portfolio with multiple assets. The ex-

pected return of a portfolio is defined as the sum of weighted expected return of

each asset. Suppose we have N risky assets, the ith risky asset is Xi, and Xi has

expected return µi and weight ωi. Then the expected return of a portfolio is

N∑
i=1

ωiµi = ωtµ

where ωi and µi is the weight and return of asset Xi.

The risk of a portfolio is defined by the variance of the return on the portfolio,

which is

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ωiωjΩi,j = ωtΩω

where Ω is the covariance matrix of assets in a portfolio and Ωi,j = Cov(Xi, Xj)

1.1.3. Portfolio Optimization. There are two possible objectives for portfolio op-

timization: maximizing return or minimizing risk. Unfortunately, risk and return

are not independent, and so we instead look for conditional optimization: finding
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a portfolio that either has a higher expected return than any other portfolio with

the same level risk, or a portfolio that has the smallest risk of any portfolio with

the same expected return [8]. From a financial advisor’s perspective, the task is to

maximize return for a given client’s risk tolerance. A portfolio that satisfies either

criteria will be called an optimal portfolio.

Due to the change of expected returns and risks of stocks, it is necessary to

recalculate the optimal weights of stocks in a portfolio regularly. This recalculation

is called rebalancing.

Suppose we find the optimal portfolio for each possible expected return and

plot them with their corresponding risk. Then the points (risk, return) form an

increasing concave curve. The point on this locus that reaches the minimum value

of the risk is called the minimum variance portfolio. All the points on the curve

that have higher returns than the minimum variance portfolio are called the efficient

frontier, and each portfolio on the efficient portfolio is optimal in either of the senses

above, and is called an efficient portfolio. An example of an efficient frontier may

be seen in Figure 2. Each dot is an example of a portfolio with one single asset.

1.1.4. Sharpe Ratio. In the section above, there are infinitely many optimal port-

folios along efficient frontier. Is there a “preferred” optimal portfolio? In 1966,

William F. Sharpe [12] introduced what is known as the Sharpe ratio, which is de-

fined as the average return earned in excess of the risk-free rate per unit of volatility

or total risk.

SharpeRatio =
PortfolioReturn−Risk freeReturn

Risk of Portfolio
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Figure 2. Efficient Frontier and Single Asset Portfolios

Suppose there is a risk-free asset, shown in Figure 3 as the point in the lower left

hand corner. If we connect the risk-free point with a point on the efficient frontier,

the slope of the resulting line represents the Sharpe ratio for the portfolio at that

point. Therefore, the Sharpe ratio can be thought of as the ratio of the difference

of a portfolio return and risk-free return to risk. A line with a large slope implies

higher expected return to a given risk level, so larger Sharpe ratio gives a better

portfolio result. As shown in Figure 3, the largest Sharpe Ratio can be represented

by the tangent of the bottom angle.

Figure 3. Sharpe Ratio
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Hence, the portfolio with the largest Sharpe ratio is our target portfolio because

it has the highest reward-to-risk ratio, and it is called the tangency portfolio.

1.1.5. Taxes. Almost everything people own and use for personal or investment

purposes is a capital asset. When people sell a capital asset, the difference between

the adjusted basis in the asset and the amount realized from the sale is a capital

gain or a capital loss, and capital gains are taxable.

In reality, paying taxes is a significant cost to investors, and one of the reasons

is that a pretax algorithm may not apply in an after-tax environment [7]. For

example, if a profit is made upon rebalancing, then capital gain taxes lead to a

reduction of the amount available for reinvesting, and that will cause a failure to

reach theoretical optimal weights. In other words, the loss on tax will interfere with

the optimization process. Therefore, our optimization process will incorporate tax

costs when rebalancing the portfolio.

1.1.6. Short Selling. Short selling is a way to potentially profit when investors an-

ticipate a stock price will fall. An investor borrows shares of a stock from a broker

and sells them. At a later point in time, the investor buys the stock and return

the shares to the lender. The difference between the initial sales price and the later

purchase price will be a profit if the price has gone down. In the term of portfolio

optimization, allowing short selling increases the flexibility of the investor to take

advantage of changes in asset prices. Assets in a portfolio that are sold short are

represented by negative weights, ωi < 0, since they represent debts the investor

owes the broker.
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1.2. Mathematical Tools.

1.2.1. Linear Programming. Linear programming has a linear objective function

and linear constraints. As stated in the previous section, the expected return of a

portfolio ωtµ is a linear function. In the process of portfolio optimization, we can

apply linear programming to find the portfolio of the highest return. Therefore,

the objective function we maximize is

f(ω) = ωtµ

subject to

ωb ≤ ωi ≤ 1

for each asset Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , with µi = E (Xi) and for some borrowing limit

ωb < 0.

In our algorithm below, linear programming will be used to locate the optimal

portfolio with the highest return, which defines the upper boundary of the efficient

frontier.

1.2.2. Quadratic Programming. Quadratic programming is used to minimize a qua-

dratic objective function subject to linear constraints. As shown before, the variance

or the risk of a portfolio ωtΩω is a quadratic function, and if we need to minimize

the risk to reach an optimal portfolio given a target return, then quadratic program-

ming can be applied to solve the problem of portfolio optimization. The general

form of quadratic objective function to be minimized is

f(w) = cw +
1

2
wTQw
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where c is anN -dimensional row vector describing the coefficients of the linear terms

in the objective function, and Q is an symmetric matrix describing the coefficients

of the quadratic terms. Linear inequality constraints are

Aω ≤ b

where A is an m × N matrix and b is an m × 1 vector where m is the number of

inequality constraints. Equality constraints are

Aeqω = beq

where Aeq is an n×N matrix and beq is an n× 1 vector where n is the number of

inequality constraints.

In the case of basic portfolio optimization, we can set c = 0, wi = ωi, and

Q = Ω, then the objective function reduces to (one half of) the risk of the portfolio,

f(ω) =
1

2
ωtΩω

There are two equality constraints, one is that the weights sum to 1 and the other

that the portfolio return is a specified µp, so the equality constraints become

1Tω = 1

and

µtω = µp

The inequality constraints are similar to the part of linear programming, which are

ωb ≤ ωi ≤ 1

for some borrowing limit ωb < 0.
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The formula above can be used for very basic cases, in which investors have

complete freedom to pick portfolios. However, in the thesis, we are discussing the

issue of asymmetrical wealth, therefore, we will have to modify the constraints

of quadratic programming in order to model the dominant asset and some of the

strategies that might be used to manage it.

There are many methods can be used to solve quadratic programming prob-

lems. Here is an outline using Lagrange multipliers. Suppose the weights of optimal

portfolio are ωµp. To find ωµp, then the Lagrangian function is

L(ω, δ1, δ2) = ωtΩω + δ1(µp − ωtµpµ) + δ2(1− ωt1)

where δ1 and δ2 are Lagrange multipliers. Then we just need to solve

∂

∂ω
L(ω, δ1, δ2) = 2Ωωµp − δ1µ− δ21 = 0

1.2.3. Time Series Models. When studying the data of stock market, time series

models are widely used because the data is a sequence of observations taken over

time. Regular time series models like ARMA models (mixed Autoregressive and

Moving Average) are not satisfactory for modeling the stock market due to their

assumption of constant volatility. In other words, if we use ARMA models, risks of

stocks are assumed constant, while in reality they are not.

Therefore, Engle [4] developed Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Het-

eroscedasticity (GARCH) time series models to permit the modeling of randomly

varying risks. Let at be the random innovation in the standard deviation σt at time

t. The GARCH (p, q) model is

at = εtσt
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where εt is an independent N (0, 1) random value,

σt =

√√√√α0 +

q∑
i=1

αia2t−i +

p∑
i=1

βiσ2
t−i

[4]. α and β are GARCH parameters. Parameter α controls the risk fluctua-

tion, while β controls how the current risk correlates with the previous value.The

conditional standard deviation can exhibit more persistent periods of high or low

volatility because past values of σt process are fed back into the present value.

While the GARCH formula above is stated in full generality for lags p and q,

in most cases, a GARCH (1,1) process is sufficient for simulation of real assets [10].

There are two major reasons to use a time series model such as GARCH(1,1)

model. Firstly, the parameter values can give insight about characteristics of the

asset’s behavior over time, and secondly, we will be able to fit the model based on

historical data and use the model to simulate new time series. However, a simple

GARCH (1, 1) model is only applicable to one dimensional data such as the time

series of one particular stock. In the management of our asymmetrical portfolio,

we have more than one asset. Therefore, we need a multi-dimensional GARCH

models for the portfolio. Bollerslev developed an n-dimensional GARCH model that

comprises n-univariate GARCH processes related to one another with a constant

conditional correlation matrix [2]. It is called the Constant Conditional Correlation

GARCH or CCC-GARCH model, and we will use the diagonal specification. The

CCC-GARCH defines portfolio risk as

Ht = DtRDt = (ρijσi,tσj,t)
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where Dt = diag(σ1,t...σN,t). σ
2
i,t can be defined as the variance at time t from a

univariate GARCH model, and R = (ρij) is a symmetric positive definite matrix

with ρij being the constant conditional correlation between assets Xi and Xj . The

original CCC-GARCH model has a GARCH(1,1) specification for each conditional

variance in Dt [1]. CCC-GARCH models can be fit starting from individual assets’

GARCH(1,1) models.

1.3. Asymmetrical Wealth Endowment. Asymmetrical wealth endowments is

defined as “an over allocation in an asset or asset class leads to a sub-optimal

portfolio allocation” [6]. According to Modern Portfolio Theory [8], such over

allocation of a particular asset generates a relatively risky portfolio. For example,

Bill Gates used to be the largest shareholder of Microsoft, which means the majority

of his wealth was tied up in Microsoft stock. Therefore, for people in such a position,

practical strategies that can be used to help investors reduce the weight of their

dominant liquid assets play a significant role when rebalancing portfolios.

Friday et al. [6] provides an overview of what asymmetrical endowment is and

causes of it. In the discussion of possible rebalancing strategies, many were either

of limited use due to specialized circumstances, or involved exotic option strategies

that would not be attractive to many investors. Thus, we seek to provide a strategy

that ordinary investors can follow without sophisticated financial knowledge.
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2. Methodology

2.1. Description of the Portfolio Optimization Algorithm. Below is a more

detailed description of the algorithm we developed to optimize a portfolio. The

code is available as an appendix. All coding was performed in R [11].

Given time series for assets under consideration, we use mean log returns to

define the expected return vector µ. There are two choices for defining a covariance

matrix. One choice is to use the covariance matrix of the historical time series. On

the other hand, a CCC-GARCH model can be fit to simulate a different plausible

covariance matrix. A univariate GARCH model is fit for each asset, and the re-

sulting parameters serve as initial values for a CCC-GARCH model to simulate a

covariance matrix for portfolio optimization. The univariate GARCH models are

fit using R’s fGarch package ([14]), and the CCC-GARCH model is fit using R’s

ccgarch package ([9]).

Next, we use linear programming to find the portfolio with the highest feasible

return. There is a highest feasible return because we imposed limitations on the

amount the investor could borrow via short sales, as well as limits on the dominant

asset in certain scenarios. As noted in the Introduction, the objective function for

portfolio returns is linear so we can use linear programming. At the same time,

we also apply quadratic programming to find the minimum variance portfolio, as

portfolio risks have a quadratic objective function. As stated before, our target

portfolio is tangency portfolio, and tangency portfolios will lie in between these

two portfolios. The linear programming was performed using R’s boot package

([3]), while the quadratic programming used R’s quadprog package ([13]).
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Then, on the interval of returns from the minimum risk portfolio to the maxi-

mum return portfolio, we are able to define an efficient frontier. Given the bounds

on possible returns, a standard one-dimensional optimization method is applied to

find the maximum Sharpe ratio which leads to a tangency portfolio.

Lastly, we compute the value of the portfolio using the optimal weights, then

deduct any capital gains tax. The matrix system used to adjust for taxation is

sipi = ωi
∑

sipi

∑
sipi = value of portfolio after taxes

where si is the shares after rebalancing, ωi is the optimal weight, and pi is the

current price for asset i.

2.2. Description of Experiments. The algorithm described above can be used to

conduct simulations to guide decision making about portfolio management. Below,

we describe one such set of simulations as an example of what is possible using the

algorithm.

2.2.1. Details of the Experiment. In the context of Texas, suppose that West Texas

Intermediate Crude Oil is the only asset that an investor has in their portfolio.

Given the risk of falling oil prices, the investor wants to shift some or all of their

portfolio to other assets. For this experiment, the investor will have four other

possible assets to choose among: Nasdaq 100 Index, Dow Jones Industrial Average,

Wilshire US Real Estate Investment Trust REIT Index (REIT), and Henry Hub
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Natural Gas. Because we had to estimate covariance matrices, we had to keep the

number of alternative assets small in order to control estimation errors. We chose

3-month US Treasury bills as the risk-free asset. [5] Although most investors do not

own actual oil or gas directly, and cannot “own” the Dow Jones Industrial Average,

there are index funds whose value closely follows these items, and so we treat them

as “liquid” assets.

The Nasdaq-100 Index includes 100 of the largest domestic and international

non-financial companies listed on The Nasdaq Stock Market, the Dow Jones Indus-

trial Average (DJIA) is a price-weighted average of 30 significant stocks traded on

the New York Stock Exchange and the Nasdaq, and Wilshire US Real Estate Invest-

ment Trust (REIT) provide a real estate investment, which might have a relatively

low correlation with the other part of the market, so the risk of the portfolio may

be decreased. The three indexes are taken into account to the portfolio because

of their well-known market characteristics: they have relatively stable expected re-

turns with low risks that we can take advantages of. The remaining asset, Henry

Hub Natural Gas, was chosen because the natural gas industry is closely related

to the oil industry. If we have two assets that are significantly related, the risk

of the portfolio increases, and we wanted to include that possibility as part of the

experiment.

The basic logic is that an investor desires to rebalance the portfolio regularly.

If the rebalancing period is too short, then investors may spend a lot of money on

transactions costs. On the other hand, if it is too long, then the forecast errors will

be large. As a result, we chose a rebalancing period of three months because we are

trying to predict a reasonable length of the future data and decrease transaction
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costs and error on forecast, so rebalancing quarterly is compromise choice. In the

experiment, we have the investor rebalance quarterly for a five year period. Since

each rebalancing is based on a five year historical dataset, we need 10 years of data

overall.

To restrict the amount of short selling permitted in the experiments, we chose

a maximum borrowing limit of ωb = −1, that is, no single asset can be short sold

more than the total value of the portfolio.

Therefore, the optimal weight of each asset in the tangency portfolio that we

are supposed to have for the next quarter could be found. The investor would be

able to determine the loss or profit of their hypothetical portfolio at the end of each

quarter by comparing our simulation results with the real data of the next quarter.

Therefore, the investor can keep track of the value of the portfolio and the weight of

the dominant asset in the experiments. More significantly, the investor will be able

to conclude what strategy would have been better by comparing the final wealth.

2.3. General Views of Three Strategies an Investor Might Follow. There

are several methods to deal with an asymmetrical portfolio. Depending on com-

plexities of methods and investors’ demands, the final goals vary. Basically, we

investigate three strategies to compare in order to achieve the highest final portfo-

lio value.

2.3.1. Hold Asymmetrical Portfolio. When facing a falling price on a single asset

portfolio, investors could choose to do nothing and keep holding the shares of it.

Investors who apply this strategy may take such price falling as fluctuations in
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market and expect the price will go back to where it used to be or even higher,

so there is no need to do anything. This is especially true when they have large

unrealized profits, that is, the current value of the asset would result in a profit if

they sold the asset. In this way, they can avoid paying capital gain tax to prevent

further losses if they choose not to sell any of the shares and keep making profit if

the price of the asset goes higher in the future.

2.3.2. Reduce Dominant Asset to Optimal Levels Immediately. In contrast to hold-

ing the single asset portfolio when facing a price fall, investors can choose to reduce

their holdings immediately to the amount recommended by portfolio optimization.

Even though investors potentially have to pay a large amount of capital gain taxes

if they have made profits on their acquisition price, they may still choose to do so

because they estimate the price of the asset will not recover for a long period of

time. By doing so, investors no longer have problem of asymmetrical wealth port-

folio, they can start to build a new efficient portfolio with the money they cash out

from the previous portfolio and have additional flexibility to rebalance it regularly.

2.3.3. Decrease the Weight Gradually. In between the two extreme methods above,

investors could choose to decrease the weight of the dominant asset step by step.

More specifically, every time when investors rebalance the portfolio, they liquefy a

certain proportion of the dominant asset and reinvest the money in the other assets

until the dominant asset is reduced to its optimal level. To do so, we can customize

an inequality constraint in the optimization process by setting the minimum weight

of the dominant asset when rebalancing each time, for example,

ωd ≥ ωmin
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where ωd is the weight of the dominant asset and ωmin is the minimum weight we

set when rebalancing.

The inequality constraint works in several ways. Firstly, the minimum weight

we assign each time prevents it from overselling, so the investor can avoid potential

loss on tax. Secondly, the assigned weight can serve as a flag to show when the

dominant asset has come to its optimal weight if the final computed weight is

greater than the assigned.

3. Results

We used the algorithm and ran 100 simulations on both strategies of direct

selling and gradual selling, starting with 10000 shares on oil, and the initial value

of the portfolio for both cases is $813,400.

Figure 4. Gradual Selling

Figure 4 shows the result of selling the dominant asset gradually, in this case,

selling 10% at most each time when rebalancing the portfolio. The red line repre-

sents the result of the holding strategy, and the blue line shows the result of using
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the historical covariance matrix instead of CCC-GARCH predicted covariance ma-

trices. The minimum final wealth we got from the simulation for gradual selling is

$730,784, the maximum is $1,925,896, and the mean is $1,244,182.

Figure 5 shows the results of selling the dominant asset directly to its optimal

weight suggested by portfolio optimization without any other constraint. Similarly

to Figure 4, the red line represents the result of the holding strategy, and the blue

line shows the result of using the historical covariance matrix instead of CCC-

GARCH predicted covariance matrices. The minimum final wealth we got from

the simulation for gradual selling is $817,941, the maximum is $2,336,128, and the

mean is $1,461,395.

Figure 5. Immediate Selling

The results above are based on the time frame we selected, from September

2005 to September 2015, the five particular assets we chose, and the restrictions we

put on the asset weights. The results of simulations are extremely sensitive to the

selected time frame and assets. Given the time period, four assets, and a dominant

asset and a risk-free asset we chose, based on the simulations, we conclude that
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selling the dominant asset directly to its optimal weight without any constraint may

give investors higher return than gradual selling and holding strategies. However,

different historical conditions, asset choices and constraints might well result in a

substantially different outcome.

4. Conclusion and Discussion of Possible Future Work

As stated before, the major objective of the thesis is finding possible optimal

strategies to solve the problem of reallocating asymmetrical wealth. Instead of

giving a universal answer to such problem, we have developed an algorithm that help

investors to explore the solutions based on different situations. Investors can use

these tools to explore the likelihood of success of different management strategies

under a variety of assumptions. In reality, different investors may have various

financial situations such as different risk tolerance, so there is a need to change the

constraints in the algorithm to make it applicable to particular investors.

There are still improvements that can be made in the algorithm. First of

all, more advanced multivariate GARCH models can be applied in the forecast

part to predict the covariance matrix of the next term. For example, Dynamic

Conditional Correlation GARCH models, as known DCC-GARCH [1] make the

conditional correlation matrix time-dependent instead of assuming it to be constant

as CCC-GARCH does. It could possibly improve the quality of modeling to get

more accurate forecasts. Secondly, a wider range of investment tools could be

considered among the possible assets for a portfolio. We used five specific assets for

the simulations, but in the financial market, there are more investment tools such

as mutual funds can be used to reach higher returns or lower risks.
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Appendix: R code

See following pages.



library(boot)
library(ggplot2)
library(quadprog)
library(xts)
library(zoo)
library(timeSeries)
library(fGarch)
library(ccgarch)

## new lines
out.mx.big.gradual <- matrix(0, 1300, 7)
colnames(out.mx.big.gradual) <- c("DJ", "oil", "NASDAQ", "gas", "REIT", "qr", "sim.no")
out.mx.big.gradual <- data.frame(out.mx.big.gradual)
out.mx.big.gradual$qr <- rep(1:13, 100)
out.mx.big.gradual$sim.no <- sort(rep(1:100, 13))
m <- 1

#For the result of using historical covariance matrix
# out.mx.hist.risk <- matrix(0, 13, 7)
# colnames(out.mx.hist.risk) <- c("DJ", "oil", "NASDAQ", "gas", "REIT", "qr", "sim.no")
# out.mx.hist.risk <- data.frame(out.mx.hist.risk)
# out.mx.hist.risk$qr <- 1:13
# out.mx.hist.risk$sim.no <- factor(rep(1, 13))
# m <- 1

out.mx.big.gradual <- read.csv("outMxBigGradual.csv", row.names = 1)
m <- min((1:1300)[out.mx.big.gradual[,2]==0])
first.bb <- 1 + (m - 1) %/% 13

for(bb in first.bb:100) {
# for (bb in 1:1) { # for historical risk

  
#Start to build up the dataset.
dates <- DJIA_10y$DATE
#Convert factor to date
dates <- as.Date(dates)
#Delete the last day because we cannot compute the return of last day
dates <- head(dates,-1)

values_DJIA <- DJIA_10y$VALUE
#Convert factor to numeric
values_DJIA <- as.numeric(levels(values_DJIA))[values_DJIA]
return_DJIA <- diff(log(values_DJIA))

#Construct time series xts object
data <- as.xts(return_DJIA,order.by = as.Date(dates,"%d/%m/%Y"))
names(data)[1] <- "DJIA"

#input the data of oil, nasdaq index, and natural gas
values_oil <- DCOILWTICO_10y$VALUE
values_nasdaq <- NASDAQ100_10y$VALUE
values_gas <- DHHNGSP_10y$VALUE
values_reits <- WILLREITIND_10y$VALUE
values_bond <- TBond$VALUE

values_oil <- as.numeric(levels(values_oil))[values_oil]
values_nasdaq <- as.numeric(levels(values_nasdaq))[values_nasdaq]
values_gas <- as.numeric(levels(values_gas))[values_gas]
values_reits <- as.numeric(levels(values_reits))[values_reits]
values_bond <- as.numeric(levels(values_bond))[values_bond]

return_oil <- diff(log(values_oil))
return_nasdaq <- diff(log(values_nasdaq))
return_gas <- diff(log(values_gas))
return_reits <- diff(log(values_reits))
return_bond <- (1+values_bond/100)^(1/365)-1

#construct time series
data <- transform(data,oil = return_oil)
data <- transform(data,nasdaq = return_nasdaq)
data <- transform(data,gas = return_gas)
data <- transform(data,reits = return_reits)
data <- transform(data,bond = return_bond)

#convert it to object for fPortfolio
data_ts <- as.timeSeries(data)



#Remove NAs
data_port <- na.omit(data_ts)

#data_port has 2409 daily observations
#Use 1200(5 years) as starting base, increment is 93(3 months), 13 intervals of integers
tangentpoints <- c()
moneypoints <- c()

DJIA_money <- c()
DJIA_share <- c()
DJIA_buy_price <- c()
DJIA_profit <- c()

DJIA_money[1] <- 0
DJIA_share[1] <- 0
DJIA_buy_price[1] <- 0
#############################################################
oil_money <- c()
oil_share <- c()
oil_buy_price <- c()
oil_profit <- c()

oil_money[1] <- 0
oil_share[1] <- 0
oil_buy_price[1] <- 0
#############################################################
nasdaq_money <- c()
nasdaq_share <- c()
nasdaq_buy_price <- c()
nasdaq_profit <- c()

nasdaq_money[1] <- 0
nasdaq_share[1] <- 0
nasdaq_buy_price[1] <- 0
#############################################################
reits_money <- c()
reits_share <- c()
reits_buy_price <- c()
reits_profit <- c()

reits_money[1] <- 0
reits_share[1] <- 0
reits_buy_price[1] <- 0
#############################################################
gas_money <- c()
gas_share <- c()
gas_buy_price <- c()
gas_profit <- c()

gas_money[1] <- 0
gas_share[1] <- 0
gas_buy_price[1] <- 0
#############################################################
# bond_money <- c()
# bond_profit <- c()
# 
# bond_money[1] <- 0
#############################################################

tax <- c()
tax[1] <- 0
DJIA_profit[1]=0
nasdaq_profit[1]=0
oil_profit[1]=0
gas_profit[1]=0
reits_profit[1]=0

#Initial oil price
initialOil <- 65.98
InitialOilshare <- 10000

basis_oil <- c()
basis_oil[1] <- 7
oil_money[1] <- 10000*81.34
oil_share[1] <- 10000
oil_buy_price[1] <- 81.34
## new line
out.mx.big.gradual[m, 1:5] <- c(0, oil_money[1], 0, 0, 0); m <- m+1

#For the result of using historical covariance matrix



# out.mx.hist.risk[m, 1:5] <- c(0, oil_money[1], 0, 0, 0); m <- m+1

basis_DJIA <- c()
basis_nasdaq <- c()
basis_gas <- c()
basis_reits <- c()

  

for(i in 2:13)
{
  

  j <- (1:nrow(DJIA_10y))[rownames(data_ts) == rownames(data_port[(1200 + (i-2)*93),0])]
  print(paste("Start of loop for i =", i))
  print(paste("Value to reallocate is ", DJIA_share[i-1]*values_DJIA[j] + oil_share[i-1]*values_oil[j] + 
nasdaq_share[i-1]*values_nasdaq[j] + gas_share[i-1]*values_gas[j] + reits_share[i-1]*values_reits[j]))
  money <- DJIA_share[i-1]*values_DJIA[j] + oil_share[i-1]*values_oil[j] + nasdaq_share[i-
1]*values_nasdaq[j] + gas_share[i-1]*values_gas[j] + reits_share[i-1]*values_reits[j]
  
  ##Moving window
  all <- data_port[(1 + (i-2)*93):(1200 + (i-2)*93),]
  riskfree <- mean(all[,6])
  trainset <- data_port[(1 + (i-2)*93):(1200 + (i-2)*93),1:5]
#   Risk.mx <- cov(trainset)
  Return.v <- apply(trainset, 2, mean)
  
  ########################Multivariate Garch################################
  fitD <- garchFit(data = trainset$DJIA)
  fitO <- garchFit(data = trainset$oil)
  fitN <- garchFit(data = trainset$nasdaq)
  fitG <- garchFit(data = trainset$gas)
  fitR <- garchFit(data = trainset$reits)

  A <- diag(x = 
c(as.numeric(fitD@fit$coef["alpha1"]),as.numeric(fitO@fit$coef["alpha1"]),as.numeric(fitN@fit$coef["alpha1"]),as.numeric(fitG@fit$coef["alpha1"]),as.numeric(fitR@fit$coef["alpha1"])),

           nrow = 5, ncol = 5)

  B <- diag(x = 
c(as.numeric(fitD@fit$coef["beta1"]),as.numeric(fitO@fit$coef["beta1"]),as.numeric(fitN@fit$coef["beta1"]),as.numeric(fitG@fit$coef["beta1"]),as.numeric(fitR@fit$coef["beta1"])),

           nrow = 5, ncol = 5)
  R <- cov2cor(cov(trainset))
  a <- matrix(data = 
c(as.numeric(fitD@fit$coef["omega"]),as.numeric(fitO@fit$coef["omega"]),as.numeric(fitN@fit$coef["omega"]),as.numeric(fitG@fit$coef["omega"]),as.numeric(fitR@fit$coef["omega"])),

              nrow = 5, ncol = 1)

  estimation <- eccc.estimation(a,A,B,R,trainset,model = "diagonal")

  simulation <- eccc.sim(nobs = 
100,estimation$para.mat$a,estimation$para.mat$A,estimation$para.mat$B,estimation$para.mat$R,model = 
"diagonal")
  simulated_DJIA <- fitD@fit$par[1] + simulation$eps[,1]
  simulated_oil <- fitO@fit$par[1] + simulation$eps[,2]
  simulated_nasdaq <- fitN@fit$par[1] + simulation$eps[,3]
  simulated_gas <- fitG@fit$par[1] + simulation$eps[,4]
  simulated_reits <- fitR@fit$par[1] + simulation$eps[,5]

  forecast <- cbind(simulated_DJIA,simulated_oil,simulated_nasdaq,simulated_gas,simulated_reits)

  Risk.mx <- cov(forecast)

  
#   h: a matrix of the simulated conditional variances (T \times N)
#   eps: a matrix of the simulated time series with (E)CCC-GARCH process (T \times N)
################################################################################################################
  
  

  
  
####################################################################################
  A <- matrix(1,1,5)
  B <- matrix(data = c(0,1,0,0,0),1,5)
  D <- diag(5)
  Amat <- rbind(A,B,D,-D)



  f <- c(1,0.9 - (i-2)*0.1,rep(-1, 5),rep(-1, 5))
  #For immediate selloff we use the constraints
  # f <- c(1,rep(-1, 5),rep(-1, 5))
  
  sol <- solve.QP(Dmat=Risk.mx,dvec = rep(0,5), Amat=t(Amat), bvec=f, meq=1)
  
  
#   #Not allow short selling
#   D <- rbind(A,B,diag(5),-diag(5))
#   f <- c(1,0.9,rep(0,5),rep(-1,5))
  
return.at.min.risk <- sum(sol$solution*Return.v)

#Use linea programming to find the highest possible return, in selloff strategy remove the constraints of 
the selling limit.
a <- c(Return.v[1], -Return.v[1], Return.v[2], Return.v[3], -Return.v[3],
       Return.v[4], -Return.v[4], Return.v[5], -Return.v[5])

A1 <- matrix(c(1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
               0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
               0, 0, 0, 1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
               0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, -1, 0, 0,
               0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, -1), 5, 9, byrow=T)
b1 <- c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
A2 <- matrix(c(1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
               0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
               0, 0, 0, 1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
               0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, -1, 0, 0, 
               0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, -1), 5, 9, byrow=T)
b2 <- c(-1, 0.9 - (i-2)*0.1, -1, -1, -1)
A3 <- matrix(c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), 1, 9, byrow=T)
b3 <- 1

bang<-simplex(a, A1, b1, A2, b2, A3, b3, maxi=T)

Return.seq <- seq(sum(sol$solution*Return.v), bang$value*0.9, length.out=250)
E <- matrix(data=Return.v, 1, 5)
Amat <- rbind(A,B,D,-D,E)
plot.mx <- matrix(0, length(Return.seq), 3)
colnames(plot.mx) <- c("Risk", "Return", "Sharpe.ratio")
plot.mx[1,] <- c(sqrt(sol$value), sum(sol$solution*Return.v),
                 (sum(sol$solution*Return.v)-riskfree)/sqrt(sol$value))

for (k in 1:length(Return.seq)) 
{
#  print(k)
  f <- c(1,0.9 - (i-2)*0.1,rep(-1, 5),rep(-1, 5), Return.seq[k])
  sol <- solve.QP(Dmat=Risk.mx,dvec = rep(0,5), Amat=t(Amat), bvec=f, meq=1)
  plot.mx[k,] <- c(sqrt(sol$value), sum(sol$solution*Return.v),
                   (sum(sol$solution*Return.v)-riskfree)/sqrt(sol$value))
}

plot.df <- data.frame(plot.mx)
Risk.free.df <- data.frame(Risk=0,Return=riskfree)

Sharpe.ratio.df <- data.frame(rbind(Risk.free.df,
                                    plot.df[(1:nrow(plot.df))
[plot.df$Sharpe.ratio==max(plot.df$Sharpe.ratio)],][c("Risk","Return")]))

    

ggplot(plot.df, aes(x=Risk, y=Return)) + geom_line() + theme_bw() +
  geom_point(data=Risk.free.df, aes(x=Risk, y=Return)) +
  geom_line(data=Sharpe.ratio.df, aes(x=Risk, y=Return), colour="red")

find.best.sharpe.ratio <- function(Return.param) {
  f <- c(1,0.9 - (i-2)*0.1,rep(-1, 5),rep(-1, 5), Return.param/10000)
  sol <- solve.QP(Dmat=Risk.mx,dvec = rep(0,5), Amat=t(Amat), bvec=f, meq=1)
  return((sum(sol$solution*Return.v)-riskfree)/sqrt(sol$value))
}

low.bd <- 0.9*return.at.min.risk+0.1*bang$value
high.bd <- 0.1*return.at.min.risk+0.9*bang$value
thud <- optimize(f=find.best.sharpe.ratio, interval=c(low.bd*10000, high.bd*10000), maximum=T)

best.Return <- thud$maximum/10000
f <- c(1,0.9 - (i-2)*0.1,rep(-1, 5),rep(-1, 5), best.Return)
sol <- solve.QP(Dmat=Risk.mx,dvec = rep(0,5), Amat=t(Amat), bvec=f, meq=1)



#####################################################################################  
  DJIA_money[i]  <- money*sol$solution[1]
  oil_money[i]  <- money*sol$solution[2]
  nasdaq_money[i]  <- money*sol$solution[3]
  gas_money[i]  <- money*sol$solution[4]
  reits_money[i]  <- money*sol$solution[5]
  
  
  
  
  #Search assets prices
  
  j <- (1:nrow(DJIA_10y))[rownames(data_ts) == rownames(data_port[(1200 + (i-2)*93),0])]
  
  DJIA_buy_price[i] <- values_DJIA[j]
  oil_buy_price[i] <- values_oil[j]
  nasdaq_buy_price[i] <- values_nasdaq[j]
  gas_buy_price[i] <- values_gas[j]
  reits_buy_price[i] <- values_reits[j]
  
  DJIA_share[i] <- DJIA_money[i]/DJIA_buy_price[i]
  oil_share[i] <- oil_money[i]/oil_buy_price[i]
  nasdaq_share[i] <- nasdaq_money[i]/nasdaq_buy_price[i]
  gas_share[i] <- gas_money[i]/gas_buy_price[i]
  reits_share[i] <- reits_money[i]/reits_buy_price[i]
  
  
  ###########################################################
   
  
  
#Compute the profit of each asset for tax use.  
#################################################################################  
    profit.f <- function(s_price, s_shares, e_price, e_shares)
    {
      if(e_shares < s_shares && s_shares > 0)
      {
        profit = (s_shares - max(c(0, e_shares)))*(e_price-s_price)
      }
      
      else if(e_shares > s_shares && s_shares < 0)
      {
        profit = (min(c(0, e_shares)) - s_shares)*(s_price - e_price)
      }
      
      else
      {
        profit = 0
      }
      
      profit
      
    }
  ###################################################################################  
  
  
#Tax Adjustments
  if (i == 2)
  {
    basis_DJIA[i-1] <- DJIA_buy_price[i-1]
    basis_nasdaq[i-1] <- nasdaq_buy_price[i-1]
    basis_gas[i-1] <- gas_buy_price[i-1]
    basis_reits[i-1] <- reits_buy_price[i-1]
  }
 
   DJIA_profit[i] <- profit.f(basis_DJIA[i-1],DJIA_share[i-1],DJIA_buy_price[i],DJIA_share[i])
   oil_profit[i] <- profit.f(basis_oil[i-1],oil_share[i-1],oil_buy_price[i],oil_share[i]) ##basis of oil 10% 
of market price
   nasdaq_profit[i] <- profit.f(basis_nasdaq[i-1],nasdaq_share[i-1],nasdaq_buy_price[i],nasdaq_share[i])
   gas_profit[i] <- profit.f(basis_gas[i-1],gas_share[i-1],gas_buy_price[i],gas_share[i])
   reits_profit[i] <- profit.f(basis_reits[i-1],reits_share[i-1],reits_buy_price[i],reits_share[i])
   
   tax[i] <- (DJIA_profit[i] + nasdaq_profit[i] + gas_profit[i] + oil_profit[i] + reits_profit[i])*0.25
   
   taxA <- matrix(nrow = 6, ncol = 5)
   



   taxA[1,] = c(DJIA_buy_price[i]*(1-sol$solution[1]),-sol$solution[1]*oil_buy_price[i],
                -sol$solution[1]*nasdaq_buy_price[i], -sol$solution[1]*gas_buy_price[i],
                -sol$solution[1]*reits_buy_price[i])
   
   taxA[2,] = c(-sol$solution[2]*DJIA_buy_price[i],oil_buy_price[i]*(1-sol$solution[2]),
                -sol$solution[2]*nasdaq_buy_price[i], -sol$solution[2]*gas_buy_price[i],
                -sol$solution[2]*reits_buy_price[i])
   
   taxA[3,] = c(-sol$solution[3]*DJIA_buy_price[i],
                -sol$solution[3]*oil_buy_price[i],nasdaq_buy_price[i]*(1-sol$solution[3]),
                -sol$solution[3]*gas_buy_price[i],-sol$solution[3]*reits_buy_price[i])
   
   taxA[4,] = c(-sol$solution[4]*DJIA_buy_price[i],-sol$solution[4]*oil_buy_price[i],
                -sol$solution[4]*nasdaq_buy_price[i],gas_buy_price[i]*(1-sol$solution[4]),
                -sol$solution[4]*reits_buy_price[i])
   
   taxA[5,] = c(-sol$solution[5]*DJIA_buy_price[i],-sol$solution[5]*oil_buy_price[i],
                -sol$solution[5]*nasdaq_buy_price[i],-sol$solution[5]*gas_buy_price[i],
                reits_buy_price[i]*(1-sol$solution[5]))
   
   taxA[6,] = c(DJIA_buy_price[i],oil_buy_price[i],nasdaq_buy_price[i],gas_buy_price[i],reits_buy_price[i])
   
   afterTax <- 
DJIA_buy_price[i]*DJIA_share[i]+oil_buy_price[i]*oil_share[i]+nasdaq_buy_price[i]*nasdaq_share[i]+
     gas_buy_price[i]*gas_share[i]+reits_buy_price[i]*reits_share[i] - tax[i]
   
   
   taxb = matrix(c(0,0,0,0,0,afterTax),nrow = 1, ncol = 6)
   
   
  endshares <- qr.solve(taxA,t(taxb))
  
  #Updates share with its real shares
  DJIA_share[i] <- endshares[1]
  oil_share[i] <- endshares[2]
  nasdaq_share[i] <- endshares[3]
  gas_share[i] <- endshares[4]
  reits_share[i] <- endshares[5]
 #Calculating basis

  if(abs(DJIA_share[i]) > abs(DJIA_share[i-1]) && prod(DJIA_share[i],DJIA_share[i-1]) > 0)
  {
    basis_DJIA[i] <- (DJIA_share[i-1]*DJIA_buy_price[i-1]+(DJIA_share[i]-DJIA_share[i-
1])*DJIA_buy_price[i])/(DJIA_share[i])
  }else if(prod(DJIA_share[i],DJIA_share[i-1]) <= 0)
  {
    basis_DJIA[i] <- DJIA_buy_price[i]
  }else
  {
    basis_DJIA[i] <- basis_DJIA[i-1]
  }
  
#################################  
  if(abs(oil_share[i]) > abs(oil_share[i-1]) && prod(oil_share[i],oil_share[i-1]) > 0)
  {
    basis_oil[i] <- (oil_share[i-1]*oil_buy_price[i-1]+(oil_share[i]-oil_share[i-
1])*oil_buy_price[i])/(oil_share[i])
  }else if(prod(oil_share[i],oil_share[i-1]) <= 0)
  {
    basis_oil[i] <- oil_buy_price[i]
  }else
  {
    basis_oil[i] <- basis_oil[i-1]
  }
################################################################################
  if(abs(nasdaq_share[i]) > abs(nasdaq_share[i-1]) && prod(nasdaq_share[i],nasdaq_share[i-1]) > 0)
  {
    basis_nasdaq[i] <- (nasdaq_share[i-1]*nasdaq_buy_price[i-1]+(nasdaq_share[i]-nasdaq_share[i-
1])*nasdaq_buy_price[i])/(nasdaq_share[i])
  }else if(prod(nasdaq_share[i],nasdaq_share[i-1]) <= 0)
  {
    basis_nasdaq[i] <- nasdaq_buy_price[i]
  }else
  {
    basis_nasdaq[i]<- basis_nasdaq[i-1]
  }
###############################################################################
  if(abs(gas_share[i]) > abs(gas_share[i-1]) && prod(gas_share[i],gas_share[i-1]) > 0)
  {
    basis_gas[i] <- (gas_share[i-1]*gas_buy_price[i-1]+(gas_share[i]-gas_share[i-
1])*gas_buy_price[i])/(gas_share[i])



  }else if(prod(gas_share[i],gas_share[i-1]) <= 0)
  {
    basis_gas[i] <- gas_buy_price[i]
  }else
  {
    basis_gas[i] <- basis_gas[i-1]
  }
#################################################################################
  if(abs(reits_share[i]) > abs(reits_share[i-1]) && prod(reits_share[i],reits_share[i-1]) > 0)
  {
    basis_reits[i] <- (reits_share[i-1]*reits_buy_price[i-1]+(reits_share[i]-reits_share[i-
1])*reits_buy_price[i])/(reits_share[i])
  }else if(prod(reits_share[i],reits_share[i-1]) <= 0)
  {
    basis_reits[i] <- reits_buy_price[i]
  }else
  {
    basis_reits[i] <- basis_reits[i-1]
  }
  
  
    
  
   
###############################################################################################################

  
  
  #########################################################
  #search the asset price after 3 months
  k <- (1:nrow(DJIA_10y))[rownames(data_ts) == rownames(data_port[(1200 + (i-1)*93),0])]
  
  DJIA_sell_price <- values_DJIA[k]
  gas_sell_price <- values_gas[k]
  nasdaq_sell_price <- values_nasdaq[k]
  oil_sell_price <- values_oil[k]
  reits_sell_price <- values_reits[k]
  
  moneypoints[i] = 
DJIA_sell_price*endshares[1]+oil_sell_price*endshares[2]+nasdaq_sell_price*endshares[3]+gas_sell_price*endshares[4]+reits_sell_price*endshares[5]

  
  money = moneypoints[i]
  
  col.names <- c("start.shares", "start.basis", "start.money", "start.weights",
                 "weights.this.qr", "end.shares", "profit", "end.money", "end.basis")
  debug.mx <- matrix(0,5,length(col.names))
  rownames(debug.mx) <- c("DJ", "oil", "NASDAQ", "gas", "reits")
  colnames(debug.mx) <- col.names
  debug.mx[,1] <- c(DJIA_share[i-1], oil_share[i-1], nasdaq_share[i-1], 
                    gas_share[i-1], reits_share[i-1])
  debug.mx[,2] <- c(basis_DJIA[i-1], basis_oil[i-1], basis_nasdaq[i-1],
                    basis_gas[i-1], basis_reits[i-1])
  debug.mx[,3] <- c(DJIA_money[i-1], oil_money[i-1], nasdaq_money[i-1],
                    gas_money[i-1], reits_money[i-1])
  debug.mx[,4] <- debug.mx[,3]/sum(debug.mx[,3])
  debug.mx[,5] <- sol$solution
  debug.mx[,6] <- endshares
  debug.mx[,7] <- c(DJIA_profit[i], oil_profit[i], nasdaq_profit[i],
                    gas_profit[i], reits_profit[i])
  debug.mx[,8] <- 
c(DJIA_buy_price[i]*endshares[1],oil_buy_price[i]*endshares[2],nasdaq_buy_price[i]*endshares[3],gas_buy_price[i]*endshares[4],reits_buy_price[i]*endshares[5])

  debug.mx[,9] <- c(basis_DJIA[i], basis_oil[i], basis_nasdaq[i],
                    basis_gas[i], basis_reits[i])
  print(paste("At end of rebalancing for i =", i))
  print(debug.mx)
  print(paste("Value after rebalancing and taxes:", sum(debug.mx[,8])))
  ## new line
  out.mx.big.gradual[m,1:5] <- debug.mx[,8]; m <- m + 1
  ## historical risk
  ## out.mx.hist.risk[i, 1:5] <- debug.mx[,8]
}
  
  print(paste("we have finished iteration ", bb))
  write.csv(out.mx.big.gradual, "outMxBigGradual.csv")

}

plot(moneypoints,type = "l")



#Plot the wealth of each simulation period.
# Calculating the hold strategy for each asset
hold.strategy <- matrix(0, 13, 6)
colnames(hold.strategy) <- c("DJ", "oil", "NASDAQ", "gas", "REIT", "qr")
hold.strategy <- as.data.frame(hold.strategy)
hold.strategy$qr <- 1:13
for (i in 1:13) {
  j <- (1:nrow(DJIA_10y))[rownames(data_ts) == rownames(data_port[(1200 + (i-1)*93),0])]
  hold.strategy[i, "DJ"] <- values_DJIA[j]
  hold.strategy[i, "oil"] <- values_oil[j]
  hold.strategy[i, "NASDAQ"] <- values_nasdaq[j]
  hold.strategy[i, "gas"] <- values_gas[j]
  hold.strategy[i, "REIT"] <- values_reits[j]
}
for (j in c(1,3,4,5)) {
  hold.strategy[,j] <- hold.strategy[1,2]*10000*hold.strategy[,j]/hold.strategy[1,j]
}
hold.strategy[,2] <- hold.strategy[,2]*10000
hold.strategy$sim.no <- factor(rep(1, 13))

out.mx.big.gradual$total <- apply(out.mx.big.gradual[,1:5],1,sum)
#For the result of using historical covariance
# out.mx.hist.risk$total <- apply(out.mx.hist.risk[,1:5],1,sum)

ggplot(data=out.mx.big.gradual, aes(x=qr, y=total, group=as.factor(sim.no))) + geom_line(colour="grey") + 
theme_bw() + geom_line(data=hold.strategy, aes(x=qr, y=oil, group=sim.no), colour="red", size=2) + 
geom_line(data=out.mx.hist.risk, aes(x=qr, y=total, group=sim.no), colour="blue", size=2) + annotate("text", 
label = "Hold strategy", x = 1.5, y = 1100000, size = 4, colour = "red") + annotate("text", label = 
"Historical risk", x = 2, y = 700000, size = 4, colour = "blue") + annotate("text", label = "GARCH 
simulations", x = 9, y = 1550000, size = 4, colour = "grey")
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